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Subject: Follow up to E-000331/2021, State aid rules and the set of indicia (‘faisceau d’indices’) 
for economic discontinuity analysis, CJEU oversight of the final decision

The Commission has repeated many times that: ‘the Commission analyses the existence of economic 
continuity using a set of indicia including the scope of the assets transferred, the transfer price, the 
identity of the buyer, the timing of the transfer and the economic logic of the transaction. The decision-
making practice has been upheld several times by the Union courts123'.

According to various confirmed reports4, the discussions on establishing economic discontinuity 
between the airline Italia Trasporto Aereo (ITA)5 and Alitalia are blocked on several points, including 
the granting of further slots in Linate and Fiumicino, staffing numbers in ITA, ownership of 
maintenance and ground handling units, and who can use the Alitalia brand6.

The summer is the busy season for airlines, and they will try sell tickets as soon as the traffic picks up 
hopefully with the ‘EU green pass’ and further vaccinations7.

1. Can the Commission confirm that the tickets sold by Alitalia will be automatically transferred to 
ITA, and how has economic discontinuity been established in this respect?

2. Can ITA participate in the tender to buy the Alitalia brand – would this be possible under EU 
rules?

3. Can the Commission confirm that other airlines and competitors can appeal to the CJEU to 
assess and analyse if the criteria for economic discontinuity have been correctly checked and 
implemented?

1 Answer to question E-005561/20 (europa.eu)
2 Answer to question E-005561/20 (europa.eu)
3 Follow up to question E‑005996/2020 – economic discontinuity analysis and additional money awarded to 

Alitalia in its present form (europa.eu)
4 Nuova Alitalia, i 7 nodi che frenano il decollo della compagnia aerea - Corriere.it
5 Nuova Alitalia, i 7 nodi che frenano il decollo della compagnia aerea – Corriere.it
6 Alitalia, senza il marchio per la newco 500 milioni di euro di danni- Corriere.it
7 Italy blasts ‘discrimination’, wants ITA launched by summer – ch-aviation (ch-aviation.com)


